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What is it?

Who’s it for?

The Youth Fed Cyber Security Programme is an exciting initiative running in the North West of 
England, aimed at young people who are interested in gaining cyber and digital skills or simply wish 
to know more about cybersecurity - even with no related background or prior knowledge.

The programme is aimed at young people living in the North West. They don’t have to be IT whizz 
kids, in fact they don’t need to have any prior knowledge or experience of cybersecurity. Our 
workshops are a great way for anyone interested in being online to learn about a future career 
in cybersecurity. It can also apply to younger people who want to become more familiar with 
cybersecurity to increase their awareness around digital safety. 

The programme has two main focuses: 

The programme has a range of different cybersecurity workshops dependent upon age range, skill 
set and interest. From our range of workshops, participants can expect the following benefits:

At the Security Operations Centre (SOC), our Youth Fed operatives run a series of workshops 
starting with the Cyber Security Taster Session. During these workshops, participants have 
the chance to do some threat hunting and cybersecurity simulations on ‘real-time’ cyber-
attacks. Participants will then engage in a series of exercises designed to get them thinking like 
cybersecurity professionals.

To inspire  
potential talent

To make people safer 
in the digital world

Gaining knowledge around cybersecurity  
threats and their impact

Exploring possible career paths in cybersecurity 

Becoming familiar with higher education 
opportunities in cybersecurity 

Gaining Information about apprenticeships and work 
experience opportunities in  cybersecurity 

Exercising employability skills in action



Where is it?
The Cyber Security Programme is run from a fully equipped Security Operations Centre’s (SOCs) 
based in Daresbury.

‘Our taster session workshops are free of charge and run in morning and afternoon sessions every 
day throughout term time. We take a maximum of 12 students per session and require two 
members of staff to accompany each group.

Interested?
If our Cyber Programme sounds of interest and you’d like to discover how your students can get 
involved, then get in touch with us today to find out more about how to book your session. 

Email: cyberinfo@youthfed.org


